CROSS
Cohesion and Reintegration Opportunities through Social Soccer
ERASMUS+ SPORT Programme
"KICK OFF MEETING"
22nd – 24th March 2017
Rome (Italy)

AGENDA

Day 1
CAMPO DEI MIRACOLI
Via Poggio Verde, 455 Rome

Wednesday, March 22 2017
16:00 Welcoming the partnership and introduction to the philophy of Calciosociale
Presenter CROSS Coordinator & Staff & Scientific Partner
17:30 Visit of the structure
Presenter CROSS Coordinator & Staff
18:00 Calciosociale and future scenario: analysis
Presenter CROSS Scientific Partner&Coordinator
19:00 Calciosociale Game Demo
Presenter All
21:00 Dinner at Calciosociale HQ
Presenter All

Thursday, March 23 2017
10:00 Official presentation of the project. Attendees: Public Authorities and Undergraduates Students from Università degli Studi di Roma “Tor Vergata”.
Presenter CROSS Coordinator, Authorities, University Principal&Researcher
11:30 11:30 - Presentation of the whole partnership
Presenter All
13:00 Lunch break
Presenter All
14.00 CROSS Communication Plan Presentation and project logo proposals
Presenter Global&Local Srl
16:00 Visit of "Musei Capitolini”
Presenter All
Piazza del Campidoglio 1 - 00186 Roma
20:00 End of Day 2
Presenter All

Day 2
Palazzo Poli Sala Dante
Via Poli, 54 00187 Rome
CROSS
Cohesion and Reintegration Opportunities through Social Soccer
ERASMUS+ SPORT Programme
“KICK OFF MEETING”
22nd – 24th March 2017
Rome (Italy)

Day 3

CAMPO DEI MIRACOLI
Via Poggio Verde, 455
Rome

Friday, March 24 2017.

9:30  Presentation of the project: objectives, activities, phases and outcomes.

10.30 1° Introduction to CROSS scientific research: methods of analysis and data collection.

11:30 Coffee break

11.45 2° Introduction to CROSS scientific research: methods of analysis and data collection.

13:30 13:00 - Lunch

14:30 Project Management and administrative structure of the project: responsibility, deadlines, internal communication rules, interim report, setting archive project results

17:00 Calciosociale and future scenarios: the analysis. Debate.

18:00 The Match: CROSS partners will play on a real match.

19:00 End of 3 Days Meeting